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The following features and enhancements will be available on DCW/SCW on February 25, 2022. 

Enhancements

The following enhancements have been made to current features: 

Added a "Child Status" filter to the search criteria on the Payments > Payments/Adjustments >

Adjustments tab. [DCW-2781]

Added payment type to the ‘Specific Charge/Credit Summary One Sheet Report’. [DCW-2780]

The system will now look up the payment status in TE prior to marking it incomplete due to

transaction timeout or connection lost. [DCW-3605]

Updated error messages on the Reports > General > Add Fee screen to display what field is

missing. [DCW-3259]

Retry logic to enhance the TE/DCW integration preventing issues due to lost internet

connection. [DCW- 3609, 3613, 3615, 3922]

Miscellaneous Fixes

The following issues have been resolved:

Resolved an issue where some centers were unable to pull the TE Balancing report. [DCW-

4086]

Fixed an issue where some users were receiving the following error when attempting to log

in: "HTTP Status 500 - Internal Server Error". [DCW-4143]

Fixed an issue where some parents were unable to save autopay when the parent center

merchant ID was different from the family center merchant ID. [DCW-4077]

Fixed an issue where some customers were receiving "Unable to approve registration" from

the Registration > Approvals screen. [DCW-4083]

Internal Documentation

*The following task is for internal documentation only.

Pendo integration. [DCW-4055, 4056]

Fixed a display issue on the Setup > Rates screen when under a Business Level. [DCW-4104]

GreatPlains SQL connection exception. [DCW-4074]

Validation of override discounts for transactional billing statement service clients. [DCW-4133]

Added Clone Center button for internal roles. [DCW-4082]



Research TE transactions. [DCW-4078]

Investigate dynamic log4j logging levels. [DCW-3624]

Enhance logging in the login logic in the Connect application. [DCW-4073]

Hibernate Session Manager platform improvement. [DCW-3417]

Fixed an issue with internal email alerts received when batch jobs complete. [DCW-3051]


